seen to outperform experts. A first group of studies, related to the domain-specific nature ofexpertise, indicates that novices may outperform experts in conditions in which experts cannot make use of their domain knowledge. For example, chess experts' recall ofrandomized chess boards is slightly worse than that of novices (Chase & Simon, 1973) . Similarly, Voss, Vesonder, and Spilich (1980) found that individuals with low baseball knowledge recalled a significantly greater number ofbaseball-irrelevant propositions from a text passage describing one half-inning of a baseball game than did individuals with high baseball knowledge. Further, studies have found no advantage for experts on tasks in which the presentation of domainrelated stimuli does not correspond to typical structures ofthe domain, such as memory for novice-generated passages about baseball (Voss et aI., 1980) . Experts can also be worse at accurately judging their own performance within their domain. Glenberg and Epstein (1987) showed that physics and music experts overestimated their comprehension ofa text about their area ofexpertise, whereas nonexperts showed a more accurate calibration. Even though the experts did comprehend the texts better than did the nonexperts, the experts were overconfident in their abilities and were less accurate than nonexperts in their estimation of their understanding of the text.
A second group of studies indicates that novices or intermediates surpass experts on tasks that require memory for the surface structure ofpresented information. In medical diagnosis tasks, the intermediate effect has been well documented (Patel & Groen, 1991; Schmidt & Boshuizen, 1993) . The basic finding is that, although doctors are more accurate at diagnosis, they are worse than intermediates, such as third-year interns, at recalling or recognizing the exact information that they were presented with to make their decisions. Likewise, baseball experts are worse than novices on recognition tasks that require verbatim memory for baseball stories (Arkes & Freedman, 1984) . When asked to select only the exact sentences that were actually in the text they had read, experts were more Copyright 1998 Psychonomic Society, Inc.
likely than novices to choose synonymous distractors or inferences based on the presented material. Experts in computer programming (Adelson, 1984) are worse at recognizing programs they have analyzed than are novices. And, although expert radiologists have better memory for atypical (and hence diagnostic) features of X rays that they have seen, they are noticeably worse than novices at recognizing normal X rays (Myles-Worsley, Johnston, & Simons, 1988) . In these cases, experts are at a disadvantage as a result ofthe more abstract or principled nature of their processing, which, in most domain-related circumstances, leads to better or more efficient performance.
A third group of studies indicates that experts can be outperformed by novices when a new task or context runs counter to highly proceduralized behaviors. Experts perform worse than novices when a shift from a standard means of representation is required or when a standard response is inappropriate. For example, waitresses and bartenders perform surprisingly poorly at Piaget's water-level task, as compared with groups without intensive liquidfilled container experience, presumably because the representation required to correctly solve the task is not the one that is offunctional importance in their fields (Hecht & Proffitt, 1995) . Instead of shifting to an appropriate way of framing the task, waitresses and bartenders continue to use the representation that is usually relevant to their job performance. Likewise, Marchant, Robinson, Anderson, and Schadewald (1991) found that expert accountants were less likely than novices to correctly apply new information they had just read about a tax law that disqualified certain standard business deductions. In another study, Frensch and Sternberg (1989) found that expert bridge players had a harder time than novices adapting to a new version of the game that changed the bidding procedure. In these studies, highly proceduralized domain knowledge, which is usually advantageous in processing domain-related information, may have led the experts to act less flexibly in new contexts.
The present study investigated another condition in which people with less domain knowledge may outperform people with a large amount of domain knowledgenamely, creative problem solving. Experts have been seen to solve problems in their fields more effectively than novices because a well-structured, easily activated knowledge base allows for efficient search of a solution space and possibly for automatic access to promising solution paths. But what happens when a problem requires a broad search for a solution outside the usual scope of the domain? One possibility is that subjects with expertise in the domain might actually be at a disadvantage, because their knowledge may confine them to an area of the search space in which the solution does not reside. In other words, domain knowledge may act as what traditionally has been called a mental set in the problem-solving literature, constraining search and promoting fixation in the creative problem solving of experts.
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Mental Set and Fixation in Creative Problem Solving A number of classic examples of mental set and fixation in problem solving have come from the Gestalt psychologists in their studies of insight problems (Duncker, 1945; Luchins, 1942; Maier, 1931) . Such problems are often described as requiring productive and nonroutine thinking for a solution-that is, there must be no established procedures that could be used to guarantee a solution (as in arithmetic problems) and the solution must not be wholly formed in memory (as in the case of a problem that has been solved before). Instead, when a person approaches an insight problem, the means toward the solution are initially nonobvious, and the solution requires either a completely original approach or a novel combination of diverse bits of information through remote associations in memory (Weisberg & Alba, 1981) .
In one of the first studies of mental set, Maier (1931) brought subjects into a room with two strings hanging from the ceiling more than an arm-span apart. On the floor were a chair, pliers, and ajar of tacks. The subjects were asked to tie the two strings together. One insightful solution is to use the pliers as a weight on a pendulum by tying the pliers to one string and swinging it while grasping the other string. However, this solution does not come easily to subjects who tend to see pliers as a grasping tool and not as a weight. Two factors contribute to the difficulty of solving this problem. First, the solution to this problem is impeded by the subject's mental set, which, in this case, is the tendency to consider only the normative use of an object. Second, the solution may be further impeded because the first solution attempt often causes the solver to fall into a rut. Gestalt psychologists have called the inability to escape a mental set, such as the one associated with an initial solution attempt, fixation (Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1954) . Thus, it is not only the inappropriateness of the initial mental set but, more importantly, the fixation promoted by such a set that delays or blocks a successful solution to these problems.
More recently, fixation has been studied in relation to conformity with examples. For instance, Jansson and Smith (1991) found that design students produced inappropriate solutions on a design task more often after being shown an inappropriate example. Smith, Ward, and Schumacher (1993) found that showing subjects an example constrained the generation of new category members. Similarly, students' knowledge ofreal animals constrained their generation ofimaginary animals (Ward, 1994) . In these cases, the example seemed to establish a mental set, which, in tum, promoted fixation on features of the example.
In another recent demonstration, S. M. Smith and Blankenship (1991) examined fixation using Mednick's remote associate task (RAT). The RAT grew out of Mednick's (1962) belief that the novel combination of remote associations underlies the creative process. The standard RAT involves the presentation of three words, such as blue, knife, and cottage, and prompts the subject to generate a fourth word that forms a familiar phrase with each ofthree. In this case, the fourth word could be cheese, forming the phrases blue cheese, cheese knife, and cottage cheese. S. M. Smith and Blankenship induced fixation on the RAT by priming meanings of words that were irrelevant to solution. When an irrelevant associate was presented in italics next to each word in a problem, the subjects were significantly less likely to solve the problems. However, when the subjects were given an incubation period between the initial problem-solving attempt (with the irrelevant prime) and a second attempt (without primes), the effects of the primes dissipated, and the subjects' ability to solve the problems improved. One way of viewing these findings is that priming the irrelevant meanings instilled a mental set, which produced an inappropriate initial problem-solving attempt as well as fixation on the incorrect solutions, preventing a broad search of the solution space.
The present study investigates whether domain knowledge may be seen to influence solution attempts in a similar way. Since domain knowledge is easily and possibly automatically activated when experts encounter domainrelevant material, domain knowledge may have an influence on solution attempts that is similar to that of the externally imposed primes in the studies above. In other words, domain knowledge may act as a mental set and promote fixation in problem solving. Although it may not be surprising to find that expert knowledge can act as a mental set, as experts may rely on their domain knowledge to inform an initial solution attempt, the more interesting question is whether experts will experience more fixation than novices will, when the initial solution that is suggested by domain knowledge is inappropriate. Offurther interest is how such fixation might be overcome and whether the source of fixation plays a role in whether or not an incubation period will improve problem solving.
In three experiments, the possible existence and nature of a mental set and of fixation that is due to the possession of a large amount of domain knowledge was investigated. The first experiment demonstrated that domain knowledge can indeed act as a mental set and promote fixation in creative problem solving. In the second experiment, it was investigated whether the fixation that was due to domain knowledge could be eliminated with a warning. In the third experiment, the effect of incubation on fixation was examined as a function of whether the fixation was internally generated (knowledge based), rather than externally primed.
EXPERIMENT 1
To test the hypothesis that domain knowledge can act as a mental set and promote fixation in creative problem solving, subjects with varying amounts of baseball knowledge performed an RAT (adapted from Mednick, 1962) . For this experiment, 10 items were created, such that the first word could have been part of a baseball-related term. For example, I baseball-related problem consisted ofthe words plate, broken, and rest, with the intended solution of home, which would form the phrases home plate, broken home, and rest home. Another 10 problems were based on Mednick's original stimuli. As none of the Mednickbased items contained a first word that was related to a baseball term, these trials are termed neutral. The blue, knife, cottage example that was mentioned above is an example of a neutral trial.
Two versions were created for each baseball-related trial. In one version-for example, the plate, broken, rest example given above-the answer that was suggested by the baseball-related meaning of the first word formed a phrase with both the second and the third words and thus was the solution. These versions of the trials are termed baseball consistent. For a second version ofeach trial, the third word was replaced by a word that would not form a good phrase with the answer suggested by the baseballrelated meaning ofthe first word. For example, the second version ofthe above prublem had the words plate, broken, and shot. The intended answer was glass, forming the phrases plate glass, broken glass, and shot glass. In these trials, the answer suggested by the baseball-related meaning of the first word formed a phrase with the second word but not with the third. Because the subject did not know that the solution suggested by the baseball term would not work until the third word appeared, these versions of the baseball-related trials were termed baseball misleading.
If expertise does impose a set and promote fixation in problem solving, subjects with higher amounts of baseball knowledge should be less able to generate correct solutions than subjects with less domain knowledge when answers primed by baseball terms are incorrect (that is, on baseball-misleading trials). It is presumed that there will be no differences in performance on neutral trials.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four University of Pittsburgh undergraduates enrolled in introductory psychology courses participated in this experiment to fulfill a course requirement. Subjects were run in groups ofl to 12.
Materials. Mednick's (1962) RAT was adapted for use in this experiment. The adapted RAT was composed of 20 items. Ten of the items were based on Mednick's original stimuli. Another 10 items were created with a first word that could be part of a baseballrelated phrase. The second and third words in all items were neutralthat is, not baseball related. Two versions were made of each baseball related item. In one version, the trials were baseball-consistent, and the solution was the word that formed a baseball-related phrase with the first term. In a second version, the trials were baseball misleading, and the solution was not the word that formed a baseballrelated phrase with the first term. To create this second version, the third word of each baseball trial was replaced by another word. The baseball-misleading trials did have a solution, just not the one suggested by the baseball-related meaning ofthe first term. The stimuli for the adapted RAT are presented in the Appendix.
Procedure. The subjects were told that they would perform several problem-solving tasks. The experiment was run on IBM-PC compatible computers using Micro Experimental Lab software (Schneider, 1988) . Before beginning the RAT, the subjects were given an example, five practice items, and some acceptable solutions for the practice items. All the subjects then performed the adapted RAT.In this version ofthe task, the three words were presented one at a time, cumulatively. This presentation format differs from both Mednick's (1962) and S. M. Smith and Blankenship's (1991) , and was instituted to maximize the possibility of finding fixation effects. The first word appeared alone in the center of the screen for 5 sec, after which it was joined by the second word, which appeared under it. After another 7.5 sec, the first two words were joined by the third word, which appeared under them, and the subject had 30 sec in which to produce the fourth word. The subject could answer at any time during the 30-sec problem-solving period by pressing the space bar, typing in a solution word, and pressing the return key. However, if the 30 sec passed and the subject had not yet responded, the three words disappeared, and the subject was told to enter a solution word and press the return key. The subject had 20 sec to respond, after which the next trial was presented. Each subject received 10 neutral trials and 10 baseball-related trials. Five ofthe baseball-related trials were consistent with the solution suggested by the baseball term, while 5 were misleading. Presentation order and baseball trial type were randomized, such that each subject received only one version of each item. Responses and response times were recorded by computer. The response time that was analyzed was the duration from the onset ofthe third word until the subject finished entering a word and pressed the return key or until the trial ended (including both the 30-sec problem-solving and 20-sec response periods).
The subjects then completed a 24-item mental rotation task (Shepard & Metzler, 1971 ), a 10-item anagram task, a 9-item Gestalt completion task (Street, 1931) , and a multiple-choice baseball term recognition test. In the recognition task, the subjects were asked to pick the word that completed the baseball term-for example, world: (1) time, (2) run, (3) house, (4) series. All four additional tasks were presented by computer. The subjects were given up to 15 sec to complete each mental rotation task, 20 sec to complete each anagram, and 30 sec to complete each Gestalt completion task. The baseball recognition task had no time constraint. Responses and response times were recorded by computer. The final task was a 45-item paper-and-pencil short-answer test of baseball knowledge, the Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire from Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi, and Voss (1979) . No feedback was given on any task.
Scoring. Because a number ofRAT problems received responses that were not the intended solution, an acceptability rating procedure was devised. First, two judges categorized all solutions as either definitely not correct or possibly correct. Items that both judges called definitely not correct were coded as incorrect. For instance, the answer black to the item sleep, board, and cat was coded as incorrect because, although black board and black cat are good phrases, both judges agreed that black sleep or sleep black was not. Answers that one or both of thejudges categorized as possibly correct responses (n = 71), as well as the intended answers (n = 30), were then given to a new group ofsubjects to be rated for acceptability. Ten raters (5 high-knowledge and 5 low-knowledge) were shown the same example item and practice items with suggested solutions as the experimental subjects. They were then asked to rate on a 10-point scale how good of a phrase each possible solution made with each of the words in each problem, with I meaning not at all good, and 10 meaning very good. All the solutions that formed phrases receiving average ratings similar to the intended answers, either in overall rating or on a phrase-by-phrase basis, were accepted as correct solutions. To be specific, an overall rating for each answer was computed by summing the goodness ratings for that answer with all three words in a problem. The lowest average overall rating for an intended answer was 23.8 (SD = 3.3). All unintended answers with average overall ratings greater than 23.8 were accepted as correct (n = 8). In addition, the lowest per phrase average goodness ratings for intended answers were 7.2, 5.1, and 7.0, for the first, second, and third words of a problem, respectively. All unintended answers that had an average overall rating greater than 19.3 but no single rating less than 5.1 were also accepted as correct (n = 9).
The mental rotation, Gestalt completion, and anagram tasks served as filler tasks in later experiments. The recognition task was employed simply to ensure that all the subjects, even low-knowledge subjects, were familiar with the baseball terms. The Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire was used to determine the relative knowledge level of the subjects.
Results
The subjects were divided into two baseball knowledge groups via median split on the scores ofthe Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire. Performance on the RAT was analyzed in terms of proportion of correct solutions and response time for each knowledge group and trial type. For all analyses, analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were computed, with repeated measures on trial type. Both significant and nonsignificant main effects are reported. However,interactions are only reported when they are significant, unless they pertain to an experimental hypothesis. Especially of interest was the presence of a misleading effect, or decrement in performance on misleading trials, for the high-knowledge subjects.
Baseball knowledge. Performance on the Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire ranged from 2 to 32 correct answers out ofa possible 45. Those subjects scoring less than 15 were categorized as low knowledge, and subjects scoring 15 or more were categorized as high knowledge. The mean scores and gender breakdown of each knowledge group are included in Table 1 . Even the low-knowledge subjects were familiar with the baseball terms used in this study, as all the subjects were able to indicate the correct baseball terms on the baseball term recognition test.
The high-knowledge groups in these experiments have noticeably lower means on the Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire than do the high-knowledge groups in the Voss studies, since they selected subjects after pretesting large groups on the questionnaire. For example, the highknowledge groups in Voss et al. (1980) had means of41.3 and 40.0. Although the lower mean allowed for a mix of male and female subjects among the high-knowledge groups, it creates a concern that the observed effects may be more appropriately attributed to intermediate levels ofdomain knowledge. A separate analysis performed on just the highest knowledge subjects in the present study (who were comparable to the high-knowledge subjects in previous studies) confirmed that significant misleading effects could be found in the most knowledgeable subjects as well. Because this analysis pooled across the three experiments, it is included at the end of the third experiment.
Correct solutions. A 2 X 3 (knowledge level X trial type) ANOVA was computed, using proportion ofcorrect solutions as a dependent measure. Pairwise comparisons revealed that, for high-knowledge subjects, misleading items were solved less often than either neutral [t(11) = 4.69, p < .001] or consistent items [t(11) = 3.09, p < .01). There was no difference in the number of correct solutions between neutral and consistent items for the high-knowledge subjects (t = 1.66), nor between any of the items for the low-knowledge subjects (ts < 1.3).
A contrast comparing correct solutions for neutral and consistent trials together against misleading trials revealed a significant misleading effect for the high-knowledge subjects [t(11) = 4.53,p < .0001] but not for the lowknowledge subjects (t < 1). Further, the interaction ofthis misleading effect by knowledge group was significant [F(1,44) = 4.03, MS e = 0.03, p < .02]-that is, highknowledge subjects were more likely to show a decrement on misleading problems versus neutral and consistent problems than were low-knowledge subjects. This suggests that the knowledge X trial type interaction was due to a greater misleading effect among the high-knowledge subjects.
Incorrect answers on misleading trials were further analyzed on the basis of whether they were related to baseball. Incorrect answers related to baseball were termed intrusions. High-knowledge subjects made baseballrelated intrusions on .31 (SD = .37) of misleading trials, whereas low-knowledge subjects only made baseballrelated intrusions on .11 (SD = .15) of the misleading trials. This difference approached significance [t(22) = 1.72, P < .10], suggesting that the more knowledgeable subjects tended to be fixated in the solution suggested by their baseball knowledge.
Response time. A 2 X 3 (knowledge level X trial type) ANOVA that used response time as a dependent measure was computed. As can be seen in Table 2 , there was a significant main effect oftrial type [F(2,44) = 4.68, MS e = 28.16,p < .01]. Tukey's HSD indicated that misleading trials had significantly longer response times than either neutral or consistent trials, which were not significantly different from each other. The main effect for knowledge level was not significant (F = 1.45), nor was the interaction between knowledge level and trial type (F = 1.00), although response times did tend to be longer for the high-knowledge subjects on the misleading trials.
Discussion
The misleading effect was greater for high-knowledge subjects than for low-knowledge subjects. For misleading items, high-knowledge subjects were much less likely than were low-knowledge subjects to arrive at a correct solution. High-knowledge subjects were also more likely to give incorrect baseball-related responses to misleading items. These results suggest that high-knowledge subjects were fixated in their problem solving.
One explanation for this effect is that the domain knowledge of experts is being activated by the content of the problems. Domain knowledge not only acts as a mental set suggesting an initial solution, but also fixates the high-knowledge subject on the domain-related initial solution attempt. This is consistent with previous findings (see, e.g., Ward, 1994 ) that knowledge of real-world examples can constrain the generation of novel animals or objects. Further, the present study extends such findings by investigating fixation effects among problem solvers with different levels of knowledge.
However, an alternative explanation is that highknowledge subjects may simply be more sensitive to the fact that a number of the trials seem to do with baseball. Because using one's domain knowledge is usually of benefit, experts may be engaging their knowledge intentionally, without realizing that it is harming their performance on the misleading trials (note that there was no feedback given). Thus, it seems important to differentiate fixation that might be occurring as the result of an intentional strategy ("Hey, a lot of these are about baseball, I should look for a baseball-related term") from fixation that is the result of the more-or-Iess automatic activation ofthe knowledge structure. This issue is the focus of Experiment 2.
A concern that may be raised because of the use of a median-split procedure is simply that the high-knowledge and low-knowledge populations may vary in more than just their knowledge ofbaseball and that ability differences between the two groups may be underlying the poorer problem solving in the high-knowledge group. However, this concern does not seem warranted here. To begin with, the critical variable is a within-subjects difference scorethat is, high-knowledge subjects perform as well as lowknowledge subjects on neutral trials but less well on the misleading trials. Second, previous studies using mediansplit procedures on the same Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire have looked directly at measures of ability and found no differences between high-and low-knowledge groups (see, e.g., Fincher-Kiefer, Post, Greene, & Voss, 1988; Spilich et aI., 1979) .
It is interesting that no facilitating effects were found for the high-knowledge subjects on the baseball-consistent trials. One possible explanation is that the baseball-related solutions were easily accessible for both the high-and low-knowledge subjects; hence, low-knowledge subjects were able to solve the baseball-consistent problems just as well as the high-knowledge subjects. On the other hand, low-knowledge subjects were able to ignore the baseballrelated meaning when it was not appropriate, whereas high-knowledge subjects were not, which resulted in fixa-EXPERTISE AS MENTAL SET 721 tion among the high-knowledge subjects on the misleading problems.
Another possibility is that, if the subjects had been given just baseball-consistent problems, high-knowledge subjects might have shown an advantage over the lowknowledge subjects. It may be that the presence of the baseball-misleading items in the present experiment caused interference even on the baseball-consistent problems.
Because the main interest of this study is the fixation that may be caused by domain knowledge and because the presence ofthe baseball-consistent trials may be cuing the use ofbaseball knowledge, for Experiments 2 and 3 only neutral and misleading trials were used.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 1 demonstrated mental set and fixation in problem solving among high-knowledge subjects. Experiment 2 tested whether this fixation that was due to domain knowledge could be eliminated by warning the subjects not to use their baseball knowledge. The subjects either received no information about the task, as in Experiment 1, or were told explicitly that some ofthe items might be related to baseball terms but that thinking of such terms would not help their performance. Further, to eliminate any helpfulness ofbaseball knowledge, the subjects were given only misleading baseball trials.
If the mental set and fixation of high-knowledge subjects is due to the assumption that it is beneficial to use one's knowledge whenever it seems relevant, highknowledge subjects should be more successful at solving misleading trials when they are explicitly told that their knowledge will not help them. However, if, as predicted, the mental set and fixation ofhigh-knowledge subjects is related to the activation of knowledge itself, warning highknowledge subjects not to use their knowledge should not produce any improvement in performance on misleading trials, as compared with a no-warning condition.
Method
Subjects. Ten University of Pittsburgh undergraduates enrolled in introductory psychology courses participated in this experiment to fulfill a course requirement. In addition, 10 volunteers from the university community who responded to newspaper, poster, and usenet advertisements participated in this experiment and received $5. The subjects were run in groups of 1 to 6. Both the warning and nonwarning conditions consisted of an equal number ofpaid and unpaid subjects.
Because domain knowledge was not assessed until the end ofthe experiment, 4 additional subjects were run to complete the design. In all cases, only the first 5 subjects run in each cell were used for analysis, yielding an equal number of high-knowledge and lowknowledge subjects in each condition.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as that in Experiment I, except that, after the possible solutions to the practice trials were presented, half the subjects received the warning, "Some of these items may bring baseball-related terms to mind. However,you should try to ignore them because they will not lead you to the correct so- lution." The other half of the subjects received no warning, as in Experiment 1. All the subjects received I0 misleading baseball trials and I0 neutral trials. Item presentation order was randomized for each subject.
Results
Performance on the RAT was analyzed in terms of proportion of correct solutions and response time for each condition. Especially of interest were the replication of the misleading effect found for the high-knowledge subjects in Experiment 1 and the effect ofthe warning manipulation.
Baseball knowledge. Performance on the Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire ranged from 3 to 39 correct answers, with those subjects scoring less than 15 categorized as low-knowledge and those subjects scoring 15 or more categorized as high-knowledge. The mean scores and gender breakdown for each condition and knowledge group are included in Table 1. All the subjects were able to indicate the correct baseball terms on the baseball term recognition test.
Correct solutions. Using the same procedure as that in Experiment 1, a 2 X 2 X 2 (knowledge level X warning X trial type) ANaYA was computed on the number ofcorrect solutions. On the basis of the results of Experiment 1, a planned multiple comparison was computed on the no-warning condition alone. It indicated that, without the warning, high-knowledge subjects were less likely than lowknowledge subjects to make a correct response on misleading trials versus neutral trials [F(1,8) .01]. The same test on the performance ofhigh-knowledge subjects yielded no difference between warning and nowarning conditions (F < 0.1).
Although the three-way (knowledge level X warning X trial type) interaction was not significant, a planned comparison computed for just the high-knowledge subjects revealed that a warning did not significantly improve performance on misleading versus neutral items for the highknowledge subjects [F(I,16) = 1.89, MS e = 0.02,p > .10], indicating that a warning did not lessen the misleading effect for the high-knowledge subjects. Taken together, these results suggest that, rather than selectively helping the high-knowledge subjects to overcome their fixation on misleading items, the warning manipulation may have caused fixation on all items to some extent for the lowknowledge subjects.
Finally, as in Experiment 1, high-knowledge subjects tended to offer a greater number of incorrect baseballrelated solutions on the misleading trials (.21, SD = .15), or intrusions, than did the low-knowledge subjects (.14, SD = .09), although this result was not significant [t( 18) =
1.24,p < .23].
Response time. A 2 X 2 X 2 (knowledge level X warning X trial type) ANaYA, using response time as a dependent measure, was computed. The means for each condition are presented in Table 3 . There was no significant effect of knowledge level on response time, nor was there a significant main effect that was due to the warning. A significant main effect was observed for trial type [F(1,16) = 19.93, MS e = 13.73,p < .001], with misleading trials taking longer than neutral trials. Further, the overall knowledge level X trial type interaction was significant, indicating that, regardless of warning condition, the high-knowledge subjects showed a significantly greater slowdown on the misleading trials, as compared with neutral trials, than did the low-knowledge subjects 
Discussion
Experiment 2 replicated the main result of Experiment I-namely, that, on misleading trials, unwarned high-knowledge subjects were less likely than unwarned low-knowledge subjects to arrive at a correct solution, indicating that the high-knowledge subjects were fixated in their problem-solving attempts. Further, although there did seem to be a slight improvement on misleading items, warning the high-knowledge subjects not to use their domain knowledge did not significantly improve their performance.
The warning manipulation seems to have had an unintended effect on the low-knowledge subjects. The decrease in the proportion of correct solutions for the lowknowledge subjects on all trials in the warning condition suggests that the low-knowledge subjects were fixated in some way by the instruction not to think of baseballrelated solutions. The suggestion not to use one's baseball knowledge may have compelled the low-knowledge subjects to look for baseball-related solutions, similar to the effects of suggestions not to think of white bears or pink elephants that Wegner (1989) has observed. Unfortunately, the subjects were not asked whether they actually believed the warning, and the subjects could also have been driven to look for baseball-related solutions if they felt they were being deceived by the experimenter.
Although it is unclear whether the warning failed to significantly improve performance because subjects were unable to stop thinking about baseball or because subjects did not believe the warning, these results are consistent with a number of experiments that have found that people have difficulty avoiding the use of stored or presented examples in creativity tasks, even when they are warned not to use such information (Jansson & S. M. Smith, 1991; S. M. Smith & Tindell, 1997; S. M. Smith et aI., 1993; Ward, 1994) . Further, this experiment did provide a clear replication of Experiment 1. In the nonwarning condition, along with an observed misleading effect on the proportion of correct solutions, high-knowledge subjects had longer response times on misleading versus neutral problems than did low-knowledge subjects. Also, as in Experiment I, the high-knowledge subjects were more likely to make intrusions (incorrect baseball-related solutions) on the misleading items than were the low-knowledge sub-EXPERTISE AS MENTAL SET 723 jects. These results offer converging evidence that the high-knowledge subjects were fixated in their solution attempts by the activation of their domain knowledge.
EXPERIMENT 3
An important distinction should be made between the mental set and fixation that are due to domain knowledge, observed in the present study, and the kinds of mental sets that have been considered in the literature, for the most part, that are experimentally produced. Traditional demonstrations of mental set and fixation have used sets that are externally imposed on the subject through the presentation of an object in a specific context or through practice at a task prior to the experimental task. On the other hand, the proposed fixation from expertise is the result of an internally generated set, and this may lead to some interesting differences in how the fixation that is due to extensive domain knowledge mayor may not be overcome.
Most prominently, it would seem that, if the fixation observed in the high-knowledge individuals is the result of the easy activation ofa well-formed knowledge base, simply introducing an incubation period may not do anything to help free a subject from the fixation that is due to an internally generated set. However, an incubation period may help break fixation from an externally imposed set, as the delay would allow for the dissipation ofthe inappropriate activation. This would, in tum, suggest that distributed effort toward problem solution (i.e., taking a break during the solution phase) may be the most effective tactic for less knowledgeable subjects. More knowledgeable subjects, on the other hand, should not benefit from a distributed effort, since their success depends on the dismissing of internally activated irrelevant stimuli. Even after a delay, high-knowledge subjects should experience the same fixation when their domain knowledge is activated by the content of the reintroduced problem.
In a third experiment, the extent to which the mental set and fixation that are a function ofdomain knowledge are different from an externally imposed set was investigated. As noted previously, S. M. Smith and Blankenship (1991) have demonstrated that fixation can be induced by the presentation of irrelevant word associations before or during the RAT. They have further shown that the fixation that is due to such priming dissipates after an incubation period, presumably as the irrelevant activation fades. The fixation that is due to internally generated sets, however, may not be as easy to overcome, since the activation of irrelevant word meanings comes from the expert's domain knowledge. To test this notion, the first experiment was repeated, but this time fixation was induced. One half of the high-and low-knowledge subjects were primed for the misleading meanings of terms included in the RAT (i.e., baseball terms for the baseball trials and irrelevant associations for the neutral trials). Further, all the subjects performed the RAT twice-half immediately after the first attempt and half with a 10-min period of incubation intervening, during which the subjects performed demanding tasks. It was predicted that low-knowledge subjects would show an effect due to the fixation manipulation, as well as more ofan incubation effect, as compared with high-knowledge subjects. Highknowledge subjects should show neither an effect due to the fixation manipulation nor any improvement due to incubation.
Method
Subjects. Forty volunteers from the university community who responded to newspaper, poster, and usenet advertisements participated in this experiment and received $5. The subjects were run in groups of I to 4. Because baseball knowledge was not assessed until the end of the experiment, an additional 3 subjects were run to complete the design. In all cases, only the first 5 subjects run in each cell were used for analysis, yielding equal numbers of high-and lowknowledge subjects in each condition.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as that in Experiment I, except that halfof the subjects performed a short-term memory task prior to the experiment. This was the fixation-induced condition. The other half of the subjects did not perform the short-term memory task and began the experiment with the RAT, as in Experiment I. This was the nonfixation condition. In addition, all the subjects received the RAT twice. Incubation was manipulated by having half of the subjects perform the second RAT immediately after the first (no-incubation condition), whereas the other halfreceived the second RAT after the mental rotation, anagram, and Gestalt completion tasks (incubation condition). The subjects in the no-incubation condition performed these tasks after the second RAT. All the subjects then completed the baseball term recognition test and the Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire.
The task that was used to induce fixation was based on a procedure developed by S. M. Smith and Schumacher (1992) . The subjects were told that they were performing a short-term memory task. Three words were presented on the screen at the same time. Subjects had 5 sec to find two 2-word phrases that could be made out of the words. They then had to remember those phrases for 10 sec, after which they were asked to type in their responses. The words used for this task were two words from each RAT item and either the baseball-related solution (for the baseball trials) or a word that formed phrases with the words but was not the solution (for the neutral trials). The stimuli that were used for each item are included in the Appendix in parentheses. The actual presentation order of the words was such that no two words in succession formed a phrase. The order of the items was randomized for each subject.
At no time in this experiment were the subjects told that the study could be related to baseball.
For both administrations of the RAT,all the subjects received 10 neutral trials and 10 misleading baseball trials.
Results
Performance on the first RAT was analyzed in terms of proportion of correct solutions and response time for each knowledge level and fixation group. In addition, performance on the second administration ofthe RAT was analyzed in terms of improvement over the first administration as a function of knowledge group, fixation, and incubation group. Ofspecific interest were replicating the misleading effects found for high-knowledge subjects in earlier experiments, testing whether a misleading effect could be induced in low-knowledge subjects by the fixation manipulation, and, ifso, testing whether it could then be attenuated by incubation.
Baseball knowledge. Performance on the Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire ranged from 3 to 33 correct answers, with those subjects scoring less than 15 categorized as low knowledge and those subjects scoring 15 or more categorized as high knowledge. The mean scores and gender breakdown for each condition are shown in Table 1 . All the subjects indicated the correct baseball terms on the recognition test.
Correct solutions on the first remote associates task. Using the same acceptability rating procedure for correct solutions as that in Experiments 1 and 2, a 2 X 2 X 2 (knowledge level X fixation X trial type) ANOVA was computed on the number of correct solutions. Table 4 presents the mean proportion correct for each condition. No significant main effects were found for either knowledge level or fixation. There was a significant main effect for trial type [F(l,36) = 42.53 , MS e = 0.03,p < .0001], as a greater number ofcorrect solutions were offered for neutral trials than for misleading trials. Further, the three-way interaction between fixation condition, knowledge level, and trial type was significant [F(I,36) = 4.93, MS e = 0.03, P < .03]. Planned multiple comparisons were performed for each fixation condition and knowledge level. As was found in Experiments I and 2, a planned multiple comparison in the nonfixation condition indicated that high-knowledge subjects were less likely to make a correct The same overall multiple comparison did not approach significance in the fixation-induced condition (F < I).
Planned pairwise comparisons were performed to test the effects of the fixation manipulation for each knowledge group. The fixation manipulation did have its intended effect among the low-knowledge subjects, as they made fewer correct responses on misleading versus neutral trials in the fixation condition [t(9) = 9.75,p < .0001]. Highknowledge subjects made fewer correct responses on misleading versus neutral items in the fixation condition as well [t(9) = 2.50,p < .03]. Thus, both high-knowledge and low-knowledge subjects showed a misleading effect in the fixation condition.
Further, the fixation manipulation significantly increased the proportion of intrusions on misleading trials among both the low-and high-knowledge subjects [t(38) = 2.57, P < .01]. The mean proportions of intrusions for each condition and their standard deviations are presented in Table 4 . As in the first two experiments, in the nonfixation conditions, high-knowledge subjects tended to make more intrusions overall (.20, SD = .12) than did low-knowledge subjects (.14, SD = .10) but not significantly so [t(18) = 1.21, P < .24]. Taken together, these results suggest that the fixation-inducing procedure used in Experiment 3 was successful at inducing a set in the low-knowledge subjects that was similar to that of the high-knowledge subjects.
Response time on the first remote associates task. A 2 X 2 X 2 (knowledge level X fixation X trial type) ANOVA, using response time as a dependent measure, was computed. The means for each condition are presented in Table 4 . There was no main effect for either knowledge level or fixation. A significant main effect was observed for trial type [F(1,36) Improvement on second remote associates task.
The measure of improvement from the first RAT to the second was taken from S. M. Smith and Blankenship (1991) : improvement = (number newly solved at retest)/ (total number ofproblems -number solved at first test). This measure represents the proportion of problems not solved during the initial test that were correctly solved at retest. A 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 ANOVA (knowledge level X fixation X incubation X trial type) was computed, using this measure. There was a significant effect of trial type [F(I,32) = 15.22, MS e = 0.05 p < .001]-that is, at retest, more ofthe unsolved neutral problems were solved than of the unsolved misleading problems. Further, a two-way interaction between knowledge level and incubation was significant [F(I,32) = 8.59, MS e = 0.05, P < .01]. As is illustrated in the third and last column of Table 5 , lowknowledge subjects solved more problems at retest when there was a delay (incubation period) between their initial test and retest than when the retest immediately followed the initial test. In other words, low-knowledge subjects demonstrated a positive incubation effect. On the other hand, high-knowledge subjects solved more unsolved problems at retest when the retest immediately followed the initial test than when there was a delay, resulting in negative incubation effects.
Discussion
The nonfixation condition replicated the results of Experiments I and 2, as high-knowledge subjects were significantly less likely than low-knowledge subjects to produce a correct response to misleading trials in the first RAT, demonstrating a mental set and fixation that were due to domain knowledge. High-knowledge subjects also tended to have longer response times on misleading trials than did low-knowledge subjects, which is similar to the finding from Experiment 2.
Low-knowledge subjects showed a significant misleading effect that was due to the fixation manipulation, Dependent In three experiments, a clear effect offixation that was due to domain knowledge was observed in problem solving, suggesting that expertise can indeed instill a mental set and promote fixation. Across all experiments, the subjects with the most domain-related knowledge were least able to solve problems correctly when their knowledge suggested an inappropriate solution. Greater domain knowledge was also related to slower overall response times and more intrusions. Even though these additional effects did not reach significance in each individual experiment, when Experiment 1 and the nontreatment condependent variables-proportion of intrusions made and response time-were less consistent. For response time, misleading effects were significant for high-knowledge subjects in Experiment 2 and neared significance in Experiment 3, but not in Experiment 1. High-knowledge subjects tended to make more intrusions on misleading trials, but the effect was not significant in anyone experiment. Although effects were not always significant, however, trends consistent with a greater misleading effect for highknowledge subjects were present. Thus, to test for overall misleading effects for high-knowledge subjects, the data for Experiment 1 and the nontreatment conditions of Experiments 2 and 3 were analyzed together.
MISLEADING EFFECTS ACROSS EXPERIMENTS
A 2 X 2 (knowledge level X trial type) ANOVA revealed a significant knowledge level by trial type interaction for all three dependent variables. Across experiments, high-knowledge subjects made fewer correct Table 6 .
Additional analyses were performed on just the most knowledgeable subjects. As already noted, the highknowledge groups in the present experiments scored much lower than the high-knowledge groups from previous baseball-knowledge studies (e.g., Voss et al., 1980) . The 10 highest scoring subjects from across the nonmanipulated conditions (Experiment 1, the nonwarning condition of Experiment 2, and the non-fixation-induced condition of Experiment 3) of the three experiments had a mean score on the Baseball Knowledge Questionnaire of32.3 and were comprised of9 males and 1 female. This highest scoring group was significantly less likely to solve the misleading problems correctly (.17) than the neutral problems [.59; F(l,9) = 62.02, MS e = 0.01, P <
.0001] and made a significant proportion of intrusions on misleading items [.30; F(1, 9)= 8.75, MS e =0.05, p < .02] .
Further, the highest knowledge subjects took significantly longer on misleading trials (30.5 sec) than on neutral trials [20.7 sec; F(l ,9) = 10.30, MS e = 47.34,p < .01).
The results of these separate analyses confirm that even the highest knowledge subjects experienced significant misleading effects in their problem solving.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Correct Solutions Intrusions RT Condition as they made fewer correct solutions on misleading items than on neutral items when they had been primed on irrelevant solutions. High-knowledge subjects, on the other hand, performed worse on misleading items, regardless of fixation condition. This finding is consistent with the idea that the expert's mental set may be the result of the automatic activation of their domain knowledge. For the high-knowledge subjects, the priming ofthe irrelevant solutions would be redundant with the activation that may already be occurring because oftheir domain knowledge; thus, the priming tasks should have had no additional effect on their problem solving.
In addition to an induced fixation effect, an incubation effect was observed for the low-knowledge subjects. As predicted, low-knowledge subjects showed more benefit from a delay between problem-solving attempts on both neutral and misleading items. On the other hand, a negative incubation effect was observed for the high-knowledge subjects, as they showed more benefit from the no-delay condition. High-knowledge subjects showed significant improvement on both neutral and misleading items when the second problem-solving attempt immediately followed the first. The fact that a delay had such opposite effects on performance in these two conditions suggests that there may be two quite different ways of escaping fixation. When impasses are generated by particular problemsolving attempts or contexts, they may be more likely to be overcome by incubation. On the other hand, the present results suggest that, when impasses are related to the possession ofdomain knowledge, a continued or massed effort may allow for more improvement. A significant misleading effect on the proportion of correct solutions reached by high-knowledge subjects was found in Experiment 1 and replicated in the no-warning condition of Experiment 2, as well as in the non fixation condition of Experiment 3. Significant effects for the other ditions in Experiments 2 and 3 were examined together, greater misleading effects were found for high-knowledge subjects than for low-knowledge subjects on all three variables.
The poorer performance of high-knowledge subjects on the misleading problems is consistent with the hypothesis that domain knowledge can act as a mental set. It appears that domain knowledge not only biases a first solution attempt but also fixates the high-knowledge subject by defining and narrowing the search space, preventing a broad search, and decreasing the chances offinding an appropriate solution. Further, in Experiment 2, warning the subjects not to use their knowledge for problem solving did not improve performance on misleading items.
As a result, the subjects at lower levels of knowledge (but not no-knowledge) were more flexible in their problem solving, reaching correct solutions more often than the most knowledgeable subjects. The specific conditions that this effect was observed under were (I) on a creative problem-solving task, where creative is defined as requiring productive (as opposed to reproductive) thinking, and (2) on a task that was of a level of complexity such that novices could engage in problem solving to the same extent as experts.
The inherent tension of prior knowledge as both facilitator and inhibitor ofcreativity has been of interest since the earliest studies on insight problems (e.g., Maier, 1931 Maier, , 1945 and has received attention recently within the creative cognition literature (S. M. Smith, Ward, & Finke, 1995; Ward, S. M. Smith, & Vaid, 1997) . There is no doubt that extensive domain knowledge is critical for the solution ofmany problems. Prior knowledge is what provides the solver with possible solutions or associations in the first place. In many cases, more domain knowledge means access to a wider variety of solutions. Within their domains, extensive domain knowledge allows experts to work on problems that would be very difficult or impossible for less knowledgeable individuals to attempt. And, as the complexity of a particular problem-solving task increases, the advantages ofextensive domain knowledge in allowing an expert to approach a problem may wash out the potential disadvantages. However, it seems there are also situations where prior knowledge, whether ofa domain or of examples, may be detrimental to problem solving, by making the solver vulnerable to fixation effects.
In sum, the contribution of the present study is that it extends earlier work on fixation in problem solving in two ways. First, the present study demonstrated that mental set and fixation may occur as the result ofdomain knowledge, and second, the third experiment, in particular, suggests that there are important differences between mental blocks that are the result of domain knowledge and those that are the result of the experimental context.
How Is Mental Set Due to Domain Knowledge Broken?
The source of a mental set seems to play an important role in determining how fixation may be best overcome EXPERTISE AS MENTAL SET 727 and creative thinking achieved. Not only was fixation observed in the problem solving ofhigh-knowledge subjects in all experiments, but, in Experiment 3, the fixation manipulation was also successful at fixating the lowknowledge subjects through priming irrelevant solutions. Further, for low-knowledge subjects, the fixation induced by this manipulation was attenuated by introducing a delay between solution attempts. For the high-knowledge subjects, however, fixation was lessened when the second problem-solving attempt immediately followed the first. In other words, low-knowledge subjects demonstrated more flexible thinking as a result of a distributed effort at problem solving, whereas high-knowledge subjects demonstrated more flexible thinking as the result of a massed effort. One explanation for these findings is that, whereas breaking the novice set may depend on simply waiting for the activation of recently primed irrelevant associations to fade (S. M. Smith & Blankenship, 1991) , breaking the expert set may require more active suppression or inhibition of the irrelevant solution paths that are activated by prior knowledge. Since each time an expert newly encounters domain-related information irrelevant solutions may be reactivated by domain knowledge via retrieval from long-term memory, the expert would not benefit from a break between repeated solution attempts, or incubation. Instead, during the course of the problem solving, experts may need to suppress or inhibit the activation for irrelevant solutions that are generated by their knowledge, which would more likely result from continuous or massed solution attempts. Along these lines, Mednick himself (1962) suggested that massed sessions ofcreative work should be more successful than distributed sessions. Mednick offered the view that it is only once one gets past "the conventional and stereotyped associations to the elements ofa problem" that one can begin to entertain the more remote associations which are the key to creative solutions. Especially for experts whose domain-related associations may be quite robust, it may take time to get beyond initial solution attempts, thereby suggesting that experts' creative problem solving would benefit from a massed effort. Thus, the observed negative incubation effect can be seen to be the result of high-knowledge subjects being able to suppress or inhibit the activation of irrelevant solutions only when problem-solving attempts were continuous.
One difficulty with this explanation for the observed negative incubation effect is that the most improvement was seen for high-knowledge subjects on the neutral items. If experts are benefiting from a massed session because it allows them to suppress irrelevant solutions prompted by their domain knowledge, especially performance on the misleading items should improve. It could be that the fixation of the high-knowledge subjects on misleading items may have caused a more general interference on all items and that a prolonged effort allowed the high-knowledge subjects to lessen this overall interference, but an improvement in misleading items along with neutral items in all conditions would make this a more satisfying explanation.
Instead, the most improvement on misleading items was seen when the high-knowledge subjects were in the fixation condition. In some respects, the fixation condition could be seen as a hint where, although the right answer was not given, the wrong answer was, explicitly. Given this hint, high-knowledge subjects in the no-delay condition were the most successful at solving misleading problems. This explanation of how high-knowledge subjects overcome their fixation on misleading problems is consistent with the opportunistic-assimilation hypothesis, which suggests that the advantage of an incubation period is not in providing a time in which inappropriate activations may fade, but in providing an opportunity for the solver to encounter relevant cues for solution (Seifert, Meyer, Davidson, Patalano, & Yaniv, 1995) . In support of this explanation, Yaniv, Meyer, and Davidson (1995) found incubation effects on a rare-word definition task only when subjects were exposed to the target word between problem-solving attempts. Outside ofhighly controlled experimental contexts, it seems quite plausible that the successful solution ofpreviously unsolved problems could depend on a combination ofthese two mechanisms-that is, both the fading ofirrelevant associations and the exposure to relevant cues would improve the chances of successful solution. However, the negative incubation effect observed here among high-knowledge subjects is not fully explained by either the active-suppression or the opportunistic-assimilation hypotheses, or by both of them together. Further investigation is needed to answer the interesting questions of when negative incubation effects might be found in general and why the high-knowledge subjects improved more on neutral items without a delay and without hints from the fixation condition in particular.
Expertise as Mental Set
It is important to note that the present study did not investigate the effects of expertise on domain-related creative problem solving per se; rather, it provided a demonstration ofhow the possession of a large amount ofdomain knowledge may constrain the generation of solutions in the problem solving of experts. There is reason to believe that the mental set that was due to domain knowledge demonstrated in this study may be generalizable across many domains of expertise and problem-solving tasks. The Marchant et al. (1991) result, in which experienced accountants were less able to adapt to a new tax law, can also be seen as an example of fixation, in that experts fail to consider relevant new information because oftheir previous knowledge. Also, to the extent that experts may be seen to rely heavily on their prior knowledge and less on the specific information given for problem representation, it is plausible that they may be fixated by that knowledge. And there are studies in many domains that suggest that, in fact, experts tend to consider less information than do novices in their problem solving. For example, Chiesi, Spilich, and found that subjects with high baseball knowledge used less information to make recognition judgements about baseball passages than did low-knowledge subjects. Among similar studies, Devine and Kozlowski (1995) found that subjects with high basketball knowledge made better basketball-related decisions than novices but searched for less information during solution. Experts also used less information than did novices in auditing (Bedard, 1989) , medical internship and residency decisions, and financial analysis (Johnson, 1988) . Lesgold (1984, personal communication) , has suggested that expert radiologists not only spend less time than less skilled individuals looking at X rays and fixate at fewer locations, but also report more information about the X rays than could possibly be available from their fixation points. Isenberg (1986) found that experienced business managers solving simulated management problems used less of the information available and often leapt to solutions before the problems were fully presented. Similar results have been found in relation to medical diagnosis (de Graaff, 1989) . It is not just the lack of search but the early commitment to a solution path seen in these last few studies that suggests that experts in a number of domains may be susceptible to mental set and fixation in their problem solving.
Over the past 20 years, many studies have examined how the possession of a large, structured body of domain knowledge enables experts to excel at memory and problem-solving tasks. Previous studies, using the same tests of baseball knowledge as the present study, found that high-knowledge subjects have more extensive, integrated, and conceptual memory of domain-related text (Spilich et aI., 1979) and process domain-related text more efficiently (Fincher-Kiefer et al., 1988) . However, in the present experiments, the possession of the same domain knowledge led to inferior performance in problem solving. Like other characteristics of expertise, the advantage of extensive knowledge in generating problem representations may benefit problem solving in most domain-related circumstances. Extensive domain knowledge allows experts to infer missing information, make assumptions, and post constraints on a problem space, all ofwhich can lead to a narrower and usually more efficient search for a solution. But the present study suggests that the influence of domain knowledge on generating problem representations may also have its costs, putting experts at a disadvantage when remote associations must be considered or combined in novel ways.
